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Abstract
Online real estate companies are starting to offer 3D vir-
tual tours of homes (3D digital twins). We qualitatively an-
alyzed 44 3D home tours with personal artifacts visible on
Zillow and assessed each home for the extent and type of
personal information shared. Using a codebook we created,
we analyzed three categories of personal information in each
home: government-provided guidance of what not to share
on the internet, identity information, and behavioral infor-
mation. Our analysis unearthed a wide variety of sensitive
information across all homes, including names, hobbies, em-
ployment and education history, product preferences (e.g.,
pantry items, types of cigarettes), medications, credit card
numbers, passwords, and more. Based on our analysis, res-
idents both employed privacy protections and had privacy
oversights. We identify potential adversaries that might use
3D tour information, highlight additional sensitive sources of
indoor space information, and discuss future tools and policy
changes that could address these issues.

1 Introduction

Privacy concerns often arise in data collection of public out-
door spaces. For example, in Google Street View, there have
been many attempts to blur faces, license plates, and other
sensitive information by citizens [20, 21], researchers [16, 17,
45, 62], and Google [20, 21]. In contrast to public spaces, the
inside of a home may be intuited as private, unavailable to the
prying eye [32]. This assumption of privacy in one’s personal
space, however, does not hold when someone must sell their
home. Companies like Apartments.com, Vacasa, Zillow, and
other short- and long-term rental/home-buying companies use
both photos and, increasingly, “3D” virtual tours to adver-
tise homes and rental properties. When someone does not
remove all personal items from view in their home, leaving
their decor and belongings as-is, their personal information,
such as identity and behavior, can be inferred from the items
that are visible.

While photos of real estate have been around for a while,

we seek to understand how the more recently developed public
3D tours of the home pose security and privacy concerns.

We aim to answer the following research questions:
1. What types of personal information are leaked through

online real estate 3D tours?
2. How might potential adversaries use this personal infor-

mation to their advantage?
To foreshadow our findings, when observing these 3D tours,

we found manifold examples of traditionally sensitive in-
formation being shared, from medication labels and license
plates to passwords and credit card numbers.

We qualitatively analyzed 44 homes with 3D virtual tours
for sale on Zillow, filtering specifically for homes with per-
sonal artifacts visible in the 3D tour, and then sampling across
44 different states in the United States. Though we focus on
homes on the online real estate website Zillow and 3D tours
of Matterport, these two companies are not the only sources
for leaking personal information in private real estate via 3D
images (See Section 2.1).

The spectrum of personal information found in the public
3D virtual home tours underscores how sensitive, and how
useful to adversaries, indoor space information can be. The
types of information we find in 3D tours not only raise con-
cern for private real estate websites, but also for other sources
of indoor information. 3D mappings collected from Roomba
vacuum cleaners [4,52], camera information from home secu-
rity companies like Amazon Ring [6, 22, 43, 54], and existing
public research datasets of inside people’s homes [5] corrobo-
rate the need to protect against this unintentional and sensitive
information leakage. Online real estate 3D tours and research
datasets are concerning for their immediate availability to the
public, but information about homes not publicly available
are also concerning given potential future data breaches or
companies selling information to third-parties.

Contributions.
• To our knowledge, we are the first to systematically ex-

plore leakage of personal information in online 3D real



estate tours from a scientific perspective.
• Through the codebook we developed, we extensively

analyze each 3D tour across 30 different attributes and 3
categories of personal information.

• We find concrete examples of personal information
shared by real residents that violate common internet-
sharing guidelines.

• We note several failed privacy protections used when
uploading 3D tours to a real estate website. This includes
users relying on the quality of 3D tour technology, where
the technology fails to provide the expected protection.

• We also note successful privacy mitigations, including
that poor camera quality actually protects residents from
leaking information.

• We discuss the implications and potential threats of in-
door home information leakage, and identify other con-
cerning sources of home information in addition to on-
line real estate.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 3D Tours and Real Estate

3D “Digital Twins”. A 3D “Digital Twin” refers to a copy
of a real space. “Digital Twins” are used in many scenarios,
from Google Street View, to touring museums virtually, to
analyzing insurance damages in a home [1]. They are also
used when selling homes on online real estate websites.

Matterport is one such company that provides 3D “Digital
Twins”, which we also refer to as “3D tours”. Through Matter-
port alone, over 5 million spaces have been mapped [37], for
selling real estate and many other purposes, and will continue
to increase given the benefits of increased interactions [70]
and decreased sale times of homes [41]. Zillow itself also pro-
duces 3D tour software, though many sellers opt for loading
a Matterport 3D tour instead. As of 2020, 90% of real estate
3D tours used Matterport [41].

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of ways that Matterport
allows you to navigate a 3D tour online, and two additional
examples are included in Appendix B, (these figures are from
an example on the Matterport web page, which Matterport
encourages sharing images of [60]). The red arrows (added
by us) indicate where the viewer of the 3D tour would zoom
in or click on the virtual tour to get to the following figure.
Matterport first shows a “dollhouse” feature that allows the
viewer to see the overall shape and layout of an indoor space,
and quickly navigate to a specific room by rotating the doll-
house. The viewer can also click different areas within the 3D
tour to move the image in that direction, e.g., clicking at the
right of the screen to navigate to the right.

The trend of 3D tours is probably not going away any time
soon given its benefits to home sellers. According to Zillow,
homes with 3D tours get 43% more views [70]. According to

Figure 1: Matterport’s “Dollhouse” feature. The red arrow
overlaying the screenshot represents where a viewer would
click to get to the image in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Viewers can navigate to different areas of an indoor
space. The red arrow overlaying the screenshot represents
where a viewer would click to move up the stairs.

Matterport, the time to sell homes that have 3D tours is 20%
faster for homes with 3D tours versus those with just static
photos [41].

Online Real Estate Business. In the online real estate mar-
ket, homeowners can sell their homes directly on websites
like Redfin and Zillow, or they can hire a listing agent to mar-
ket the homes online. Listing agents are often members of
their local MLS, or Multiple Listing Service. An MLS is a
database of professionally managed homes that can be listed
on many sites at once, and websites like Redfin and Zillow
pull details from the MLS automatically and put home details
on their websites. An MLS allows multiple real estate brokers,
those who represent home sellers or buyers, to communicate
with each other and find homes to buy/sell [34].

On Zillow and Redfin, anyone can view homes; there is no
need for account creation. Both sites offer 3D tours of homes
if the home owners or brokers choose to upload them, and the
3D tours can also be uploaded to the MLS. Zillow allows 3D
tours from a variety of different 3D tour companies, including
Matterport and Zillow’s own 3D tour service.



Awareness of 3D Tour and Online Real Estate Issues.
Starting soon before our data collection and continuing con-
currently with collection, articles began to come out following
a podcast discussion on a case in which residents unintention-
ally leaked information through a 3D tour on a UK-based real
estate website called Rightmove, including failing to blur fam-
ily photos, revealing pet names, showing a stairlift invoice, and
revealing books that might leak political ideologies [31, 58].
Another report of information leakage happened in September
2021, where two television costars were identified through
items in their 3D home tour, including handwritten notes to
the residents [58].

Previous discussion has shown that people indeed are con-
cerned if their data stays on real estate sites like Zillow
too long after the home is sold, including photos of their
home [19]. A 2016 lawsuit shows concern about property own-
ers taking 3D virtual tours without the tenant’s consent [8].

3D tours also pose technological concerns. In addition to
a manual blurring feature, Matterport currently has a beta
face-blurring feature [39], which automatically detects and
blurs faces in the 3D tours. In 2020, Matterport published an
article about their concerns with the beta feature following
racially biased blurring: a family used the feature to blur faces
in their 3D tour, and it resulted in all Black family members
having their faces blurred, while the white family members’
faces were not detected and left un-blurred [49].

Interest in Home Data. Many already identify the useful-
ness of indoor home data for purposes other than selling real
estate. In 2017, the CEO of i-Robot, which sells Roomba
“autonomous vacuums”, stated that Roomba might share data
collected from the vacuum sensors with third-parties, such
as Amazon, Alphabet, and Apple. Purported to be for aid-
ing with the audio setup of smart speakers, some speculate
that the data may be used for more invasive uses, such as
making product suggestions based on existing items seen
in the home [4, 52]. It is possible that other home products,
like Amazon’s Ring home security company [55], may also
have extensive user data that can be later shared intentionally
through third-parties, or unintentionally via data breaches.
There is already concern over Ring’s security practices and
third-party trackers [6, 22, 43]. Additionally, Ring’s Terms
of Service states that they may sell or redistribute any data
captured with their products [54].

2.2 Related Research
Sensitive Information in Photos. Multiple works study
what people deem sensitive in photos and how likely they are
to include different types of information in their photos shared
with the public [35, 36, 47]. Li et al. show how people deem
information about any person other than the person posting
the photo as sensitive, and sharing a dirty home, medical con-
ditions, and food or smoking are also avoided by people [36].

Other works generate tools to classify whether a photo should
be public or private [61], classify the privacy risk of a photo
before posting to social media [47], identify privacy concerns
of background objects in photos [2], automatically blur sen-
sitive information in photos [17, 68], and replace sensitive
objects in photos with semantically similar cartoons [24].

Privacy in Homes. A number of prior works consider the
privacy implications of cameras in homes on the activities of
occupants [11, 15, 23, 63]. Most relevant to our work, some
prior works focused on the privacy implications of cameras
recording images of objects or specific locations in a home [7,
48, 56, 59]. Other works acknowledge that there are private
spaces where cameras should not be be [56, 59], that homes
contain private information [12, 48], and that people may
be protecting the privacy of their home spaces by blurring
backgrounds during virtual meetings [14, 44, 69].

2.3 Defining Terms

In the rest of the paper, we define terms the following way:
• Resident: The occupants of the home at the time at which

the 3D tour was recorded;
• Seller: Either the former or current occupant who is sell-

ing the home, or the property owner in the case that
residents are renting;

• Viewer: Anyone who visits the public-facing version of
online real estate websites and engages with a 3D tour;

• Artifact-visible 3D home tour: When personal artifacts
of a resident are visible within the 3D tour. By “arti-
facts”, we mean belongings other than furniture and
decor meant for staging a home for sale. Examples in-
clude toiletries, text documents, posters, and exercise
equipment.

3 Methodology

We collected data from the Zillow real estate website, which
provided a rich dataset of 3D tours of homes in the U.S. at
different price points, both for rent and for sale. Zillow is
one of the most popular real estate websites in the U.S. [13]
and it allowed us to easily filter for our needs, namely state,
price range, and having a 3D tour. All data collection, includ-
ing searching for homes and qualitative coding, was done
manually without any crawler-based tools.

We focused on 3D tours rather than static photographs for
multiple reasons. First, the resolution and granularity of the
3D tour is higher than in photos; resolution can become more
detailed as you zoom in on objects within the home (such
as legible text on sensitive documents), and you can look at
rooms from many different angles. While still photographs
may also include sensitive details, they would share less than



or equal to the information shared via 3D tours given their lim-
ited angles and limited ability to zoom in on details. Secondly,
consumers have a high incentive to use 3D tours since this
emerging technology is economically beneficial to home sell-
ers (shown by the statistics mentioned in Section 2), making
the possibility of simply not including 3D tours an unhelpful
solution. Due to the utility of 3D tours, home sellers in the
future may opt for 3D tours as a replacement to static photos,
rather than in addition to them.

We manually filtered the homes with 3D tours for only
those that used a Matterport 3D tour, as opposed to a Zillow
3D tour or other company 3D tour. We chose to focus on
Matterport for multiple reasons: the camera quality on these
tours was usually superior to other tours, there was more
flexibility on the viewer’s end with zooming in and out and
accessing more corners of the home, and the tour was the
easiest to manually navigate.

3.1 Data Collection

The goal of data collection was to look at online, artifact-
visible 3D tours distributed throughout the United States and
U.S. territories, in case the personal information revealed
varies significantly by geography (Zillow is only available
for U.S. territories and North America [71]). The data was
collected from the fall of 2021 to winter of 2022.

We began by testing different search query formats to see
which formats tended to yield the most artifact-visible homes
with 3D tours. An example of a query is searching “Cali-
fornia”, then ordering those results by price and filtering for
only homes that have 3D tours. Other search patterns we tried
included homes near the second quartile of prices, near the
third quartile, and the most expensive homes in the given
state. Though there is not one guaranteed pattern of personal
information sharing, we observed that homes in lower price
points were much more likely to have personal artifacts vis-
ible, and thus we chose this sorted order to minimize the
number of homes the researchers had to search through to
find an artifact-visible 3D tour.

In total, we analyzed 44 homes. 41 homes were found in
the following way: for every state and U.S. territory (and
Washington D.C.), we found an artifact-visible Matterport 3D
tour. There has to be at least one personal artifact revealed
in the 3D tour for us to determine that it is “artifact-visible”.
We ordered the search query by lowest to highest price in the
given state and filtered for homes with a 3D tour. If we did
not find an artifact-visible 3D tour on the first two pages of
the query, we stopped searching for a home to analyze in that
state or U.S. territory; for 9 states and for all U.S. territories,
we did not find artifact-visible 3D tours.

The remaining 3 homes we analyzed were from 3 states for
which we did not find artifact-visible 3D tours using the initial
query format, but homes were found in a different manner:
either homes for sale at a higher price or homes for rent.

3.2 Qualitative Analysis

We developed a codebook to mark home attributes related to
personal information, which we divided into three categories:

• Guidance: government-provided guidelines about what
not to share on the internet;

• Identity: other identity information not encapsulated in
Guidance;

• Behavior: other behavioral information not encapsulated
in Guidance.

There are a total of 30 codebook attributes. Section 4.3
provides observed examples of each attribute. Appendix A
provides additional information about the codebook.

The government-recommended guidance we found about
what not to share on the internet was surprisingly sparse. Of
the few lists found of what not to share, we chose to follow
the most in-depth one, which was on the Washington State
Office of the Attorney General website [46].

The Identity category includes attributes such as race, gen-
der and age. We do not mark race, gender, or age as revealed
in the codebook unless the attributes are explicitly stated in
the 3D tour. For example, an adversary may see the appear-
ance of someone and assume their race, but we only mark
strong evidence in the codebook if their race is strongly im-
plied, such as displaying a poster for an African-American
religious brotherhood. Another example is inferring gender
from wall decor that says “Mr. and Mrs.”, which we observed
in multiple homes.

For the Behavioral and Identity category attributes, we used
grounded theory [66] to iteratively develop our codebooks
and determine the relevant attributes in homes to code. The
codebook was developed collaboratively by Researcher 1 and
Researcher 2. To calibrate the process of coding homes, Re-
searcher 1 coded 5 homes (or over 10% of all homes) and took
extensive notes on the coding of those homes. Researcher 2
then independently coded those homes while also recording
notes. The researchers then compared their codes and notes.
If there was a disagreement, both researchers would discuss
the disagreement until a consensus was made, and potentially
adjust the codes for the same attributes of the other homes
based on this consensus. Researcher 1 coded all remaining 39
homes independently. Using this process, a researcher only
marked an attribute as existing if the researcher saw that object
in a home, e.g., a calendar with hand-written calendar events.
Indeed, during the step of independently coding 10% of the
homes, in the few instances of initial disagreement, those dis-
agreements only ever resulted in one researcher adding a code
which they had not previously added.

To “scan” for personal information while coding, we enter
each of the rooms in the 3D tour. We first navigate to get a
360 of a room, then zoom in on particular areas of interest, as
some features only become legible when zoomed in.



3.3 Ethical Considerations

This study was determined by our institution’s IRB to not be
considered human subjects research. Despite this determina-
tion, we consider our study as related to the human experience
and thus took additional ethical precautions. For example, we
anonymize information in this paper so as to avoid personal
harm to individuals. When illustrations would be valuable to
a reader, instead of including actual images of the inside of a
home, we include anonymized renderings by an artist; these
renderings illustrate key findings but may change details such
as location, name, room layout, and inessential objects in the
home.

We disclosed our findings to Zillow and Matterport. Be-
cause our observations suggest that information leakage
through 3D images may be an industry-wide issue, we sought
external guidance on how to reach the maximal number of
other industry stakeholders, both in the U.S. and internation-
ally, and are in the process of following up on that guidance;
we encourage future researchers to also consider seeking
external guidance from advocacy groups, national or interna-
tional industry bodies, or government agencies. Additionally,
it is critical to consider the disclosure of findings to the indi-
viduals for whom there might be private data exposure. While
there are norms and best practices for the responsible disclo-
sure of vulnerabilities to the makers of computing systems,
we are unaware of universal norms and best practices for the
disclosure to individuals who might have been harmed (or
have the potential for harm). There is some previous work
on user perceptions of disclosing to individuals after a data
breach [29, 40], though these may apply differently when the
home seller accidentally leaks their data. Constructing such
individual-recipient disclosure guidelines would be valuable
to the research community. In the absence of field-wide norms,
we encourage researchers to seek expert guidance early, e.g.,
from institutions’ IRBs, general counsel, and possibly organi-
zations like the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

For our research, because Zillow does not directly share
the contact information of homeowners/occupants, we were
unable to contact homeowners/occupants directly; we did not
send physical mail to the addresses because the residents may
have moved by the time the mail was received. Additionally,
we do not know whether significant private information is ex-
posed via the 3D scans of houses that we did not study. Hence,
we have asked Zillow to contact the homeowners/occupants
of all houses with 3D tours and all future Zillow users about
the potential for information leakage; further, we shared with
Zillow the links to the houses that we found revealed the
most sensitive information and encouraged Zillow to start by
contacting those homeowners/occupants.

3.4 Limitations

This is an exploration of the types of information shared
on Zillow 3D tours. However, it does not begin to allow us
to estimate or quantify the extent of the problem over all
homes on all real estate websites. The types and extent of
information revealed in 3D tours may vary based on home
price range, location, whether it’s for sale or for rent, and
many other factors. The fact that this information is shared
at all is concerning, but we do not intend to assess the true
percentage of homes that reveal information about residents.
Zillow does not allow for web crawlers, which makes large-
scale analysis of information-leakage challenging. Associated
with the high manual burden of analyzing 3D tours, the scale
of the study is an additional limitation. Additionally, one
researcher independently coded the majority of homes; while
prior work gives precedent to this method, e.g., [18, 51], the
reliability of coding is lower compared to if both had coded
and discussed 100% of the homes.

It is also challenging to distinguish what personal infor-
mation is associated with which resident, other than when
information is in their own bedroom. For example, it might
be impossible to infer which person suffers from a medical
condition if the medication is in the kitchen. We measure
the information shared overall in the home, but not for each
person. From an adversary’s perspective, the type of attack
performed might change depending on whether they can asso-
ciate personal information with an individual versus a family
or group of residents.

3.5 Threat Model

Rather than focus our analysis on physical safety, such as
vulnerable home entrances or existence of security cameras,
we chose to focus on personal information that could be used
by remote adversaries. Thus, an adversary would not have to
know the person or live nearby to cause harm.

A list of potential adversaries are discussed more in Sec-
tion 5. We consider adversaries with minimal technical ca-
pabilities and backgound. We assume that adversaries have
access to Zillow. We also assume that the screen quality of
their device that they view 3D tours from is sufficiently high
to be able to see details to a similar quality of the camera
capturing the 3D tour.

For some but not all classes of attacks (see Section 5), we
assume that the adversary can obtain the contact information
of the resident or former resident. As discussed in Section 4,
an adversary may be able to use information visible within
the home to search for and identify a social media account
corresponding to a resident. Otherwise, as a precondition for
a phishing attack, the adversary might inquire from physically
adjacent neighbors of the home for sale about the identity of
the resident and thus gain their name and contact information.
We additionally note that adversaries could send physical



mail to the home’s address which might be forwarded if the
resident no longer lives there.

4 Findings

We split the findings in order to understand the dataset at four
different levels of granularity:

1. Aggregated trends over the 44 homes (Section 4.1);
2. Overall observations (Section 4.2);
3. A collection of specific real examples from the dataset,

organized by the three codebook categories (Sec-
tion 4.3);

4. Case studies of a subset of homes along with a discussion
of potential threats (Section 4.4).

4.1 Aggregate Results

Our research analyzed 44 3D tours. 41 out of 50 states, plus
Washington D.C. (but no other U.S. territories) resulted in
artifact-visible homes on the first two results pages when
querying from lowest to highest price. We also analyzed three
additional 3D tours in states that did not show results in the
initial query format, through searching through rentals rather
than homes for sale. For each query result page, there were
about 40 homes, meaning that we searched for a maximum
of around 80 homes in each state query. In the chosen query
format, some states resulted in more than one artifact-visible
home, while others resulted in none.

4.1.1 Codebook Results

While it is not our intent to generalize the aggregated code-
book percentages to the broader private real estate landscape,
this dataset and our findings demonstrate that personal infor-
mation shared in online real estate is an issue.

Extent of information leakage. The “coverage” of code-
book personal information was 29%. In other words, for a
given analyzed home, on average evidence for 29% of the 30
codebook attributes existed in that 3D tour. The highest vari-
ety of attributes per home revealed according to the codebook
was Home 29, with 47% of attributes revealed during the 3D
tour. The home with the least variety of sensitive attributes
revealed was Home 5, at 10%.

Other than home address, which is known in all the 3D
tours, the most common information leaked was a resident’s
first name, with 84% of the homes revealing this information
(last name was revealed in 61% of the homes). Social security
and credit status were the least common, with none of the
homes revealing this information.

Sensitivity of information. Figure 3 summarizes the code-
book results of the percent of homes that revealed each code-
book attribute, ordered by highest perceived sensitivity to
lowest perceived sensitivity. Home address is not included
in the codebook but we included it in the figure to visualize
relative sensitivity to the codebook attributes.

We included first and last name as most sensitive because
linking residents’ names with the rest of information is an
important part of attacks for adversaries that do not already
know who lives in the given address. To determine the lev-
els of sensitivity for the remaining codebook attributes, we
referred to the perceived information sensitivity results from
two user studies [36, 42]. When [42] did not include results
on one of our codebook attributes, we referred to the ordering
of [36]. In the small subset of cases when the information
type in the codebook was not found in either prior work, we
chose the most semantically similar information type in the
prior work to choose ordering. For example, while calendar
events were not included in the prior work, this was most se-
mantically similar to GPS location in [42] since appointments
and events on the calendar are typically tied to a time and
location, and ability in our codebook was the most similar to
medical history in [42].

We note that [42] does not draw from a U.S. representa-
tive sample, so results for what is deemed sensitive might
vary based on the chosen population for that study. Indeed,
information sensitivity depends on the context and audience.
While [36] separates sensitivity result by context and audi-
ence, [42] focuses on the marketer and consumer relationship
context. Further, even within a given population, individual
perceptions of privacy may vary.

Overlaps of information. Figure 4 shows the percent of
homes that showed information from a combination of the
3 codebook categories. This means there was evidence of at
least one category attribute in each of the overlapping cate-
gories. The most common category that homes revealed was
Identity, where 97.7% of homes (all but one) revealed infor-
mation about at least one attribute in that category. The least
common overlap was Identity and Guidance, at 75%. 75%
of the analyzed homes also reveal information in all three
categories.

4.2 Observations
Failed attempts at privacy. There were sometimes at-
tempts at privacy made that did not succeed. Matterport users
relied on the technological capabilities of 3D mapping compa-
nies to blur faces, but the technology failed on many occasions.
On its website, Matterport specifies that the automatic face-
blurring feature is currently in beta [39]. It was clear that
some of the face photo blurring in the dataset were algorithms
since religious images in addition to photos of family mem-
bers were blurred, such as an image of Jesus. In some cases,



Figure 3: From most sensitive to least sensitive, percent of homes coded that revealed each codebook attribute, color-coded and
labeled by codebook category. Sensitivity ordering is explained in 4.1.1. Other than home address, the most common attribute
revealed was first name of a resident, at 84% of all homes.

the face is blurred from a certain angle in the 3D tour, but the
blurring fails at a different angle. For example, we observed
during data collection that sometimes when looking in the
reflection of a mirror, the face is not blurred, even though it is
blurred when looking at it directly; see Figure 5 for an artist
interpretation.

Unintentional Privacy Protections. On the other hand,
potentially unintentional attempts at privacy often protected
residents. There was a house in which the person performing
the scan to produce the 3D tour did not fully step into the
bedrooms to record the information. Whatever the reasoning
for this was, it ended up being infeasible to zoom in enough for
the viewer to observe details within the room. While current
camera quality did enable our research team to read some
sensitive text in the 3D tours, we also observe that current
camera quality was also often not good enough to enable us
to zoom in on and read all potentially sensitive texts, thereby
giving residents of some homes a layer of protection from
prying eyes. However, as camera technology continues to
improve and since sensitive text was visible in many instances,
camera resolution should not be relied upon as a defense.

Ease of Identifying Residents. A combination of first and
last name are useful for unfamiliar adversaries to identify
residents; 59% of homes revealed both first and last name.
While we do not perform the following in our own analysis,
we believe that many residents would be easy to find on so-
cial media sites given the high percentage of first and last

names found in the 3D tours, other information (e.g., school
or employer name) visible within the home, and the high per-
centage of social media users. If the residents’ profiles are
public, this would allow adversaries to gather even more in-
formation about them, and also to contact them for reasons
like social engineering.

4.3 Real Examples of Personal Information
Our intent in providing specific examples of real findings
during our analysis is to surface the spectrum of types of in-
formation visible through these 3D tours. We share examples
for each codebook attribute other than credit status and social
security number (since these were not observed), as well as
provide case studies into 5 homes in the dataset (Section 4.4).

4.3.1 Guidance Observations

Despite guidance to not share work history publicly on the
internet, at least 39% of the analyzed homes revealed work
history of at least one of the residents. 23% of the analyzed
homes displayed explicit content, which was mostly sexual
in nature. Spouse and/or parent name was also revealed in at
least 23% of the homes.

Listed below is a subset of specific information leaked that
violate internet-sharing guidelines:

• Car information: Full license plates and models of cars
in a garage, and 3 other homes with full license plates;

• Full date of birth: Baby name, weight, and birthday near
a cradle all in 1 home;



Figure 4: Percent of homes that showed evidence for the given
overlaps of categories. For example, 97.7% of homes revealed
some identity information, and 95.5% of homes revealed both
identity and behavior information.

• Incriminating evidence: Letter from a city’s municipal
court on a bed, indicating a legal violation;

• Explicit words/photos: many sexually explicit messages
and drawings on whiteboards in at least 3 homes, includ-
ing a whiteboard in 1 home describing residents’ sex
habits;

• Spouse/parent name: photos from a family reunion,
along with first and last names. In another home, full
names of spouses shown through wedding photos and
announcements;

• Work history: work ID badges, certificates, and loose
checks across 17 homes;

• Important numbers: a letter requesting a resident for
health insurance information, along with their healthcare
account number and full name. Also, two credit card
numbers in another home, along with the cards’ secu-
rity codes and expiration dates, and a fully legible and
labeled password on a sticky note in another home.

4.3.2 Identity Observations

The most common Identity information shared was first name,
last name, and resident photos, with 84%, 61%, and 77% of
analyzed homes showing evidence for these attributes respec-
tively. These 3 attributes are important given that they may
allow potential adversaries to more easily map an attack to a
resident. Religion was displayed in 50% of the homes, all of
which were Christian. Though Li et al. suggest that people
deem sharing medical information publicly online through
photos as highly sensitive and are unlikely to do so [36], 9%
of analyzed 3D tours reveal this information. A subset of
identity information seen in the dataset is listed below:

Figure 5: An artist interpretation of when a photo is blurred
at one angle and then not blurred when seen in the mirror. Art
by Akira Ohiso.

• Religion: Christian crosses, images of Mary and Jesus,
and bible quotes across 22 homes;

• Race: membership of a resident to an African-American
religious brotherhood;

• Gender: “Mr. and Mrs.” signs in 4 homes, a “Father’s
Day” photo frame in a different home, and a sign la-
beled as “Man Cave Rules” (listing rules such as “no
wine spritzers” and “men control the remote”) in another
home;

• Ability: wheelchairs indicating an injury or physical
disability in 3 homes, multiple magnifying glasses along
with a poster of a school for visually-impaired people in
another home;

• Age: birth years displayed on walls in 2 homes;
• Income: evidence for use of free YMCA grocery ser-

vices, indicating low income in 1 home;
• Political affiliations: a painting of Hillary Clinton in a

living room in 1 home, and a sign for Trump 2020 in a
high school-aged child’s bedroom in another home. In
a third home, a banner for a song over the bed, with a
confederate flag behind an image of a man, captioned
with lyrics, “If the South had won, we would’ve had it
made”;

• Other demographic information: evidence of bilingual-
ism in 4 homes;

• Medication: a labeled anxiety and seizure medication,
as well as cholesterol medication in a different home;

• Resident photos: in 77% of dataset homes;
• Resident first names: in 84% of dataset homes;
• Resident last names: in 61% of dataset homes.



4.3.3 Behavior Observations

Li et al. has shown that people claim they are highly unlikely
to share information online about friends or family (rather
than information about themselves) [36]. Yet they unintention-
ally do so when putting their homes for sale on Zillow, given
that 27% of the analyzed homes revealed names of friends
or family members (non-residents), and 27% of homes dis-
played photos of friends or family members (non-residents).
The same work also showed that people are averse to sharing
information about a disorganized home, medical conditions
(information which is shared in Section 4.3.2), and food or
smoking. Yet again, all of these attributes are shared in various
3D tours on Zillow.

Examples of behavioral information leaked include:
• Untidy home: clutter, such as dirty dishes and overflow-

ing boxes of items covering a table, across 4 homes;
• Hobbies: hunting guide indicating the resident is a

hunter, a collection of wine bottles in another home,
a drumset along with posters of a resident’s band in an-
other home;

• Product preferences: visible brands of cigarette boxes
and vape pens in two different homes, full pantries of
food products in other homes;

• Non-sensitive opinions: a child’s project stating their
favorite food and color;

• Calendar events: a paper showing attendance and date of
a theater event, another home showing dentist appoint-
ments, and an invitation to a party in another home;

• Friend names: people writing and signing on a dresser,
and people writing and signing whiteboards with sexu-
ally explicit messages in another home;

• Friend photos: friends’ wedding announcements with
photos of friends on refrigerator;

• Unlocked computer screens: a child’s Discord page
showing their extracurricular club associations and mu-
sic subscription service, and visible unlocked computer
screens in 4 additional homes.

4.4 Case Studies

We now turn to case studies of 5 real homes along with poten-
tial threat implications for each. We do not reveal personally
identifiable information, such as the name of the state or actual
first and last names of the homeowners.

Most of these case studies were chosen because of the
extent and variety of sensitive information revealed in their
3D tours, but Home 5 (Case Study 2) was chosen because its
3D tour showed the least amount of personal information out
of the analyzed homes.

We only explicitly state gender or resident relationships
(like parent/child) when the homes gives us explicit evidence
that these relationships and identity traits are accurate.

Associated with some of the written case studies are artist

renderings, which capture an anonymized version of the setup
of the rooms to aid in visualizing the location of evidence for
codebook attributes in different homes. The artist renderings
are also anonymized by changing personal details such as
brands, names, and geographic details.

4.4.1 Case Study 1: Home 1

Home Description: Home 1, shown in Figure 6, reveals
potentially sensitive political, work, and medical information.
A retired couple lives here, along with another female resident
and her child. All of their first names are known through room
labels and home decor, and their last name is revealed from
decor hanging on their porch. There are also photos of the
residents.

One of the retired people, resident A, was a former head
law enforcement officer of city B, revealed by a room filled
with old badges and other work-related memorabilia. The
couple are devout Christians, with myriad crosses hanging on
the walls and religious slogans.

A third resident, resident C, who is the mother of resident
D, has a plastic bag labeled with the name of a medication
used to treat seizures, panic disorders, or anxiety.

Threat Example: Doxxing. Consider an adversary who
dislikes city B’s law enforcement practices, or has a specific
issue with the former officer, or neighbors who know they
are moving and look online at the Zillow information of the
home. These potential adversaries might dox through tactics
like publicizing C’s medication use, which could negatively
affect C’s job prospects or be a social stigma.

Figure 6: An anonymized rendering of an image visible in a
3D virtual tour of Home 1. In this corner of the home are old
law enforcement badges, work ID cards, family photos, and
display of Christian religion. Art by Akira Ohiso.



4.4.2 Case Study 2: Home 5

Home Description. Of all the homes analyzed, Home 5 has
the least sensitive information when it comes to the percent-
age of codebook attributes revealed in the 3D tour (10%).
Resident E appears to live with three children according to
the rooms and refrigerator photo. E’s room is untidy and
cluttered, and contains a partially used wine bottle on the
dresser. On the dresser in E’s room and a child’s room are
many labeled makeup and toiletry products.

Threat Example: Targeted Advertising/Phishing. There
is no evidence of legible names in the home, so adversaries
would need to identify first the residents, or already know
the residents. They could then message a resident via social
media or another contact, and either advertise a legitimate
product or use the product preferences to create a targeted
phishing scheme, such as falsely advertising a discount on a
beauty product that was seen in the home. Adversaries may
also target via paper advertisements; even though E might
have changed addresses, the mail may be forwarded to the
residents’ new address.

4.4.3 Case Study 3: Home 6

Home Description. Of all the homes analyzed, Home 6,
shown in Figure 7, has some of the most sensitive informa-
tion when it comes to the percentage of codebook attributes
revealed in the 3D tour (43%).

Resident F and G live together in Home 6. Given the many
Christian crosses and Christian imagery on the walls, we
infer that they are Christian. We also infer that they are from
country X in Central America, given that they have country
X’s flag hanging up on a wall, as well as books on learning
English as a second language. Shown through a framed news
clipping on the table, they owned a restaurant together and
the name of that restaurant is also visible.

Either F, G, or both enjoy hunting, as there is a hunting
manual on the table. At least one of them is a smoker; there
is a lighter and a box of cigarettes in the home.

In the bedroom, a sign on the wall hangs up stating, “Be-
ware, I’m bipolar”.

The garage is also available in the 3D tour, and the exact
models of the two cars F and G own are visible, as well as
full license plate numbers.

Threat Example: Phishing. Given the amount of infor-
mation about hobbies, as well as exact car model, make, and
license plates, an adversary could leverage this information to
gain further sensitive information through a phishing attack.

Threat Example: Insurance Companies. Life insurance
providers may see that one of the residents smokes and thus
charge them a higher premium for an insurance policy.

Figure 7: An anonymized rendering of an image visible in
a 3D virtual tour of Home 6. In this corner, residents’ em-
ployment history, the name of their restaurant, their interest in
hunting, a portrait, an energy drink, and cigarettes are visible.
Art by Akira Ohiso.

4.4.4 Case Study 4: Home 30

Home Description: Home 30, shown in Figure 8, reveals
a password, full names, photos, and evidence of possible un-
derage drinking. In one room, the full first and last name of a
recent student, resident H, are visible through a high school
ID badge and a certificate on the wall. In H’s room, there is a
desktop computer. On the desktop screen is attached a sticky
note with the word “Password: ”, followed by a fully legible
password written.

H left high school with a graduation equivalency, shown
by a certificate framed on the wall with a full name and date.
Resident H received this equivalency certificate in 2021; since
25% of people who receive an equivalency certificate are of
high school age, there is a reasonable chance that H is under
21 years old upon collecting this data [9]. Above H’s desk is
an empty bottle of alcohol, indicating that they are possibly
engaging in underage drinking.

In the living room are displayed suggestive paintings
clearly created by pressing H’s body parts on the canvas with
paint (it was clearly resident H because the paintings are
signed). In addition to body parts, one section of the painting
includes a Playboy bunny logo.

Threat Example: Privileged Access. We cannot be certain
what the password on the sticky note is for, but it could be for
the password to the desktop itself. This poses a security risk
from anyone entering the home, such as real estate agents or
the person who captured the 3D tour. Further, there is a risk
that H reuses this password for multiple accounts, such as for
a social media and email account.

Threat Example: Phishing on Social Media. Given the



amount of data collected in this home, including first name,
last name, and former high school, it would be plausible for
an adversary to find H on social media. A phisher could then
message H with personalized information based on additional
information visible within the home and on social media.

Threat Example: Doxxing. Suppose an adversary dislikes
or wants to harm the reputation of H. With access to the
Zillow 3D tour, the adversary could do so. There is evidence
in H’s room of possible underage drinking. Some may view
the painting as inappropriate, and underage drinking, while
common in American society, is also a punishable crime.

Figure 8: An anonymized rendering of an image visible in a
3D virtual tour of Home 30. In this corner is revealed pass-
word, former school and education status, and empty alcohol
bottles. Art by Akira Ohiso.

4.4.5 Case Study 5: Home 38

Home Description: Home 38, shown in Figure 9, reveals
work history, hobbies, and even full credit card information.
Resident I is a retired employee of a large airline company,
as evidenced by certificates and a signed picture frame from
coworkers. I has impaired eyesight; there are glasses, the
unlocked desktop computer screen is magnified, and many
texts have large print.

On a laminated card in front of the desktop, there are 6 sets
of numbers, clearly numbers for two separate credit cards,
along with the credit cards’ three-digit CVV’s and expiration
dates.

From framed pictures and certificates near the desk, I’s full
first and last name are visible.

I has many framed photos of pet dogs, and shows evidence
of other hobbies like model boats, model cars, and reading.

Threat Example: Credit Fraud. The most apparent issue
in this home is that an attacker would have access to full
credit card information, including the full name (visible on

the employment certificate) and address (available through
the Zillow interface) of the credit card owner.

Figure 9: An anonymized rendering of an image visible in a
3D virtual tour of Home 38. The corner at which we can see
information about employment, photographs, and a signed
frame. Art by Akira Ohiso.

4.4.6 Case Study Observations

The percentage of codebook attributes is not the only indicator
of the extent of sensitive information in a home. While Home
6 revealed the most types of sensitive information, arguably
Home 30 and Home 38 leaked the most private information,
given that they leaked passwords and credit card numbers,
respectively. And though Home 5 shared the least amount of
personal information according to the codebook attributes,
potential threats still exist.

While Home 1 has more social-related threats, such as
potential doxxing, others are more related to potential iden-
tity fraud and loss of money, through credit card numbers or
through social engineering tactics. There is no one theme for
the personal information leaked from 3D tours, but rather it
varies for each individual home.

4.5 Results Summary
Just as there is no specific pattern of amount and type of
personal information leaked in 3D tours, there is also no
single portion of the home that was guaranteed to contain
the most personal information. However, we found that text
revealed the most information, versus art or other objects. For
example, medication labels, work history, school information,
passwords, and credit card numbers were all text-based. If an
adversary were to search for information, areas of homes that
typically have more text, such as desks, fridges, and walls,
would be plausible first places to look.



5 Synthesis of Potential Adversaries

Based on the information observed throughout our analysis,
we derived a list of potential adversaries that would benefit
from the personal and private information exposed on 3D
tours.

Doxxers. Suppose an adversary dislikes the resident whose
3D tour is uploaded. They may wish harm upon their reputa-
tion. In this case, they may search through 3D tours to find
information that was intended to be private. Shown by the
news stories in Section 2.1, it is not out of the question that
famous residents may be identified and their personal infor-
mation outed. This adversary may search for information that
could be socially damaging, such as their relationships with
others, evidence for impending divorce, or medical conditions
(found in the Case Study of Home 1 in Section 4.4). If the
home belongs to a public figure that the adversary knows of
but does not know personally, they may still wish to publicize
information for monetary or political profit.

Current and future employers. Recruiting reports show
that many recruiters dislike seeing potential employees who
include in social media posts references to marijuana (40%
recruiters deem this a “turn-off”), alcohol consumption (39%),
and politics (30%) [28]. All of this post content can be seen in
3D tours of homes in Section 4.3. Since 3D tours are online
and public, it would be unsurprising if recruiters would also
be opposed to seeing this content in 3D virtual home tours.
Future and current employers may unearth new information
in 3D tours that may lead to job repercussions, such as finding
hate speech in the home.

Insurance Companies. Insurance companies already col-
lect a plethora of data to determine individual policy pricing,
including school grades [30]. For example, a life insurer may
see cigarettes in a 3D tour, which would likely raise the in-
surance cost. Or they may see an untidy home or evidence
of hoarding, which could be a fire hazard and could impact
whether someone could get a home insurance policy.

Another similar potential adversary are creditors, who may
incorporate information leaked from 3D homes to adjust their
loan rates.

Advertisers. Advertisers may benefit from analyzing the
products, preferences, opinions, and habits of residents ob-
served in 3D tours to create hyper-targeted ads, to the
point that those being targeted might find the advertisements
“creepy” [64]. As shown in the worries about the collection of
indoor information through Roomba vacuums [4, 52], others
also deem hyper-targeting a potential threat when companies
have access to this data.

Data brokers. Data brokers, who keep billions of data
points across many individuals [3], may benefit from collect-
ing even more information from public 3D tours. Once data
is collected by brokers, it is difficult to alter or remove [3],
which would counteract the measures of Zillow and other
online real estate companies to remove people’s home data
once the home is sold. Though Zillow prohibits web crawlers
in its Terms of Use as of 2022 [72], this may not be enough
to stop data collection. While we have not investigated the
business relationships between Zillow, Matterport, and other
companies, we note that some companies might presently or
in the future sell access to 3D tour images to data brokers.

Phishing/social engineers. In the same way that advertisers
may analyze preferences, opinions, and habits to try to ma-
nipulate someone into purchasing a product, social engineers
could use the information and relationships unveiled through
the 3D tours to lead residents to disclose more sensitive infor-
mation, like passwords or credit card information.

Identity thieves. Identity thieves may use a combination of
name and address information, credit card information, pass-
words, and answers to common security questions revealed
in 3D tours, such as pet name or a parent’s former last name.

6 Discussion

6.1 Equity

There are equity issues regarding who can hide personal be-
longings from their home. Some residents may be in a rush to
sell their home due to uncontrollable circumstances. Others
cannot remove all of their belongings prior to selling because
they cannot afford a storage unit, and thus may not be able to
hide all of their personal information, even if they try. Our find-
ings here contribute to the long-standing discussion of the dig-
ital divide and the greater privacy afforded the wealthy; some
more recent examples of this discussion include [27], [38],
and [53].

There may be additional obstacles in the property
owner/tenant relationship when renters are involved. For ex-
ample, does the property owner warn tenants when taking
images and creating 3D tours of their space, and do the ten-
ants know the 3D tour is publicly available? Does the property
owner wait for residents’ consent? In some states, publica-
tion of “private facts” is considered illegal, and information
in Zillow may fall under this category if a resident does not
consent to the 3D tour being taken [50]. Yet despite possible
legal protections, those with less legal knowledge may be es-
pecially vulnerable to violations of privacy through property
owner/tenant relationships. How many times does the prop-
erty owner reuse old tours, thus leaking information about a
specific group of former residents for an extended period of



time? We found an example of 3D tour reuse during analysis;
from fall 2021 to spring 2022, we saw one house for rent go
on the market three times, each time with the same 3D tour.

6.2 Responsibility from All Stakeholders
Whose responsibility is it to avoid sharing personal informa-
tion, both from a legal perspective and an ethical perspective?
On one hand, real estate agents and others who capture 3D
tours should advise residents to put away belongings that
could reveal sensitive information. But if residents still fail
to put belongings away, as was the case in [31], they may not
legally be able to blame real estate agents.

Incentives would differ for an agent uploading the tour
and a homeowner, as the homeowner has stronger incentive
against not sharing their personal information in the tours.
If there was a written warning describing the legal implica-
tions of publishing private information, agents and other non-
tenants might take the issue more seriously. Unfortunately,
there currently is confusion on whether it is the real estate
agent’s or the property owner’s responsibility, as discussed
in [31].

From an ethical perspective, we believe avoiding personal
information leakage is a responsibility of all stakeholders:
residents, property owners, real estate agents, the MLS, and
online real estate sites. Whoever is taking the 3D tour should
clearly suggest hiding personal information and give the resi-
dents sufficient time to put belongings away. Of course, ethical
responsibility is different than enforced actions, so simply del-
egating responsibility is not a catch-all for protecting residents
from leaking personal information.

6.3 Weighing Possible Solutions
Preventing personal information in homes from being publicly
viewable involves a complex set of factors: user experience
on 3D tours should be as good as possible, residents need
to understand what information is sensitive, understand the
implications of revealing this information, and be able to
afford removing/hiding of this information before a home is
put online for sale. The issue complicates even more when the
resident is not the property owner, since the property owner
does not have as strong of an incentive to hide this information.
We discuss potential ways to address personal information
leakage in homes.

Public Awareness and Legislation. When developing the
codebook, it became clear that there are no government-
standardized guidelines for U.S. users regarding what to share
online. In our searches, we could not find specific examples
of what not to share on the internet on any federal website.
Despite vague warnings to not share private information on
the internet, we are not told the array of information that
constitutes private or sensitive information. We should make

more widely available checklists on government websites for
what to check for in photographs and 3D tours, which can also
serve as checklists that real estate websites and 3D scanning
companies provide to users before collecting information. As
noted in Section 4.1.1, perceptions of sensitivity of informa-
tion can vary by context and audience, so we must take this
into account when constructing such checklists.

Combined with checklists to increase awareness, legislative
changes could incentivize the company stakeholders involved
to limit information leakage on their websites. One sugges-
tion is that for any publicly available 3D tour on a real estate
or other website, it becomes illegal to 3D scan an interior
without explicit description of risks, informed consent, and
sufficient time between the notification of scanning and the
scan taking place. There could also be guidelines from the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on what
may be captured in public or publicly available 3D scans, or
guidance from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) around
information leakage in the private real estate industry.

Automatically Checking for Information. Currently, the
process for blurring private information in Matterport 3D
tours is very manual. Manual blurring requires the user to
know the types of information that are sensitive and should
be blurred, then find all instances of this in the 3D tour. The
automatic Matterport face-blurring feature is still in beta and
not fully accurate as of writing this paper [39]; see Figure 5
for an artistic rendering of a blurring failure.

Ideally, there would be an accurate scanner that blurs all per-
sonal information. Work over the past decade has attempted
automatic blurring for outdoor spaces [16, 17, 45, 62] as well
as automatically determining whether a photo should be kept
private or shared on social media [47,61]. It is technologically
difficult to be correct 100% of the time, and any false negative
that is allowed on the site can be a problem.

Even when relying on a 100% correct blurring algorithm,
blurring information can also negatively impact user experi-
ence [65], potentially affecting the property owner’s ability
to benefit from showing the 3D tour at all on a real estate
website.

Updating Content. No solution will catch all instances
of personal information leakage. If such a mistake occurs,
then residents should have sufficient capabilities to request
and receive quick removal of 3D tours, as well as photos, on
online real estate websites. This means that either online real
estate websites or the MLS that the websites pull from should
allow residents to remove specific portions of their data from
these sources, and in a timely fashion. Zillow and other sites
that pull from the MLS database should also update their data
according to the change in the MLS home content. Currently,
once data goes up on the MLS, it is the property of the MLS
and can be difficult for a resident to remove [57]. If changing
data on the MLS is achieved, it currently can take between 15



minutes up to weeks to then propogate the MLS changes to
the online real estate websites [57].

7 Future Work

Our exploratory study of information leakage in private real
estate sets the foundation for multiple avenues of further re-
search.

Private Real Estate and Marginalized Populations In ad-
dition to the general threat model of a remote adversary in
Section 3.5 and 5, we should consider different threat models
for different marginalized populations, and how each popula-
tion’s unique perspective and challenges affects the sensitivity
of different types of information leaked in 3D home tours.
One such population to study in the context of private real
estate information leakage is marginalized racial identities.
Prior work has shown the existence of racial inequity at all
stages of the home buying process, such as [33] and [26].
Given this example, it may be useful to incorporate apprais-
ers, real estate agents, home buyers, and others involved in
the home buying/selling process into the threat model.

Another marginalized population to study is victims of in-
timate partner violence (IPV). In the threat model for victims
of IPV, the abuser would know who the resident is in the 3D
tour, and the publicly available 3D tour could be misused as
a form of spyware. Previous work highlights the prevalence
of abusers using technology to monitor victims [10, 67] and
the importance of privacy and computer security support for
victims of IPV [25, 73]. Future work should study how the
practices of tenants, property owners, 3D tour companies, and
public real estate companies support or do not support victims
of IPV.

Yet another example could arise in any situation in which
the occupant of a house is involved in legal proceedings and
where the other party in the legal proceeding might seek to use
information about a home’s state to their advantage. Legal
proceedings could range from probation hearings to child
support hearings, though we are not experts on these topics
and believe that subsequent research could explore these risks
further.

Building Solutions We touched on some possible solutions
to 3D tour information leakage in Section 6.3. Using the
codebook we developed, we lay the groundwork for what
types of information leakages an automated scanner could
search for, and even automatically blur, in 3D tours and static
photos.

Preventative solutions that we also discussed in Section 6.3,
such as how to best educate people on what information to
hide in photos, should also be further studied.

Other Vulnerable Indoor Spaces and Datasets The Zillow
dataset is not the only online real estate 3D tour collection
that leaks personal information. Different websites popular in
other countries outside of the U.S. are also vulnerable [31].
And websites more focused on long-term rentals rather than
homes for sale may suffer as well.

We find that in addition to online real estate sites, public
research datasets may also leak similar types and amounts
of information. For example, Apple’s ARKitScenes dataset,
which is intended for computer vision scene understanding
and app developers, contains many artifact-visible scans of
indoor spaces [5]. Apple’s dataset is perhaps even more alarm-
ing than Zillow’s because the Apple dataset is intentionally
noisy; personal belongings are intentionally left out during
data collection. Through preliminary searches through the
dataset, we can confirm that at least some of the dataset con-
tains personal artifacts. The Apple dataset is available indefi-
nitely to the public, whereas the benefits of showing 3D tours
in online real estate only last until the home is sold. But un-
like virtual real estate 3D tours, the homes are not geo-tagged,
which helps lower the risk to residents of images in the Apple
Dataset.

On top of indoor space datasets that are made public, there
may be other datasets that are not currently public, but could
be a security and privacy concern if in the wrong hands. Data
collected with the Roomba [4, 52] and Amazon’s (indoor
and outdoor) Ring [6, 22, 43, 54] (discussed previously in
Section 2.1) are such potentially sensitive datasets.

We should further explore how to protect information
stored and leaked in public and private datasets, and future
legislation that aims to prevent misuse of such indoor space
information by IoT companies and others.

8 Conclusion

Through an analysis of 44 homes for sale in Zillow, we find
that many Zillow 3D home tours leak information that vio-
lates internet-sharing guidelines or otherwise reveals personal
and private information (Section 4). News articles emerging
concurrent to our study demonstrate examples of public con-
cern and even use of information found in 3D tours other than
Zillow (Section 2). Our finding of artifact-visible Matterport
3D tours on the first two Zillow results pages in most U.S.
states, and our analysis of those homes, reveals that the dis-
closure of personal and private information is not an isolated
incident but a systemic issue. Given the only increasing pop-
ularity in 3D tours and increasing affordability of 3D tours,
this problem will only worsen unless intentional steps are
taken to avoid leaking personal information in 3D tours (see
Section 6.3 for a discussion of possible solutions). Moreover,
any party who captures camera information in the home, for
public research datasets or customer-facing websites or for
internal purposes, should consider the risks of collecting in-
formation about objects in homes (Section 7). We believe



that our methodical study of information leakage via Zillow’s
Matterport 3D tours can have a role in fostering continued
research and industry efforts to minimize information leakage
through 3D home tours and other photo data collection within
a home.
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A Codebook Categories

We elaborate below on each of the codebook categories and
the attributes each category contains.

Guidance The first category of codebook attributes was
derived from a list on the Washington State Office of the
Attorney General website [46]. As discussed in Section 3.2,
we used the Attorney General website because it was the
most detailed U.S. government-provided list of information
to avoid sharing on the internet.

The attributes that make up this category are car informa-
tion (including license plate or vehicle make/model), full date
of birth (of any resident), explicit words/photos, Social Secu-
rity Numbers, other sensitive numbers (passwords or credit
card numbers), names of spouse or last name before marriage,
phone numbers (of residents or friends of residents), work
history, and credit status.

Identity The second category is other identity information
not included in the Guidance category, developed in combina-
tion from observations of 3D tours and discussions between
Researcher 1 and Researcher 2.

The attributes for Identity are religion, race, gender, abil-
ity, age, income, political affiliations, familial structure (such
as marital status, number of children, or multi-generational
household), other demographic information (left as a place-
holder for further notes, such as if the resident is bilingual),
medication, photos of residents, first names of residents, and
last names of residents.

Section 3.2 further explains how we code demographic
information such as race, gender, and age.

Behavioral The second category is other behavioral infor-
mation not included in the Guidance category, developed in
combination from observations of 3D tours and discussions
between Researcher 1 and Researcher 2.

Behavioral attributes are made up of the following: un-
tidy home (marked as existing if the home is perceived by
the researchers as very untidy or cluttered), hobbies, prod-
uct preferences (such as toiletries or electronics), calendar
events, names of friends, photos of friends, unlocked com-
puter screens, and incriminating evidence.

As can be seen above, the line between the Behavior and the
Identity category is not clear-cut, given that attributes such as
religion may be both behavioral and identity-related. However,
we only put an attribute in one or the other category, and not
both. The three categories are meant mainly for the reader to
conceptualize the type of information being displayed.

B 3D Tour Examples

Below are two additional examples from [60] that show ways
a tour can be navigated, with the red arrow added by us.

Figure 10: The viewer has clicked the top center of Figure 2
to get to the current view of the tour shown here. The red
arrow overlaying the screenshot represents where a viewer
would zoom in towards to see the details in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The viewer has zoomed in from Figure 10 to see
the details in the floor tiles.
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